Ask Catherine

April 20, 2021

Introduction:

We include questions sent to askcatherine@solari.com and posted at Subscriber Input.

Thanks for your questions!

Organized by Categories:
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Take Action
Testimonials State of Our Currencies
Conclusion
Additional Resources
Special Category:

Dear Catherine,

Happy Mother's Day to the ultimate mother figure who works really hard to keeps us safe! The card is in homage to you, and Dr. Joseph Farrell and of course your favorite, J.S. Bach!! :)

https://www.thenicomallozzifund.org/

My daughter, 14, and son, 12, produced this Mother's Day video to raise money for the Nico Mallozzi Memorial Fund at SoNo Ice House, Norwalk, CT (where my son trains) and celebrate families and hockey moms.

I hope you like it.

Much Love,

Catherine,

I am just enthralled with your laugh. Every time I hear it my eyes lift up and my heart feels as though it is bursting out into a field of wild flowers, the embodiment of a Free and Inspired life!!!! Your “giggle/mirth” at the talk of the most depraved motives and technology give me the strength (and a kind of childish curiosity) to look directly at it and see the human nature that is embedded in there, bad as it may be. Though the medium is digital, I feel the full force of you, a non binary being, full of joy, love, courage, and wisdom. Grateful to be alive!

Cash and Precious Metals

Question:

Hi Catherine,

I have recently learned that the dollar has fallen below 60%. I have heard you mention that before, but what does that mean for a so-called middle class engineer with a wife and child who rents?
Comment:

Hi Catherine

As a retired public school teacher, I had the honor of receiving the following email from CalPERS this morning. I can't imagine what these nice people are up to, but perhaps you or your team can sniff it out.

It reminds me of the "boxes of employee records fell off the back of a truck" or the "stolen laptops that contain employee data" ops of decades ago (UC Berkeley and my school district both pulled the latter within probably a year of each other).

Hugs

Dear Valued CalPERS Member,

Transparency and openness are cornerstones of CalPERS’ commitment to members. In that spirit, I am writing to share that we filed a lawsuit last Friday to protect member assets.

We discovered that a 25-year employee had illegally accessed 10 dormant retiree accounts and fraudulently directed approximately $685,000 to bank accounts in the employee’s control. We have notified the 10 affected members and will make their accounts whole, and, as a part of the investigative process, we are performing a forensic audit.

Dormant accounts, which comprise a small fraction of all member accounts, are where benefit payments have been returned as undeliverable. CalPERS repeatedly attempts to locate these members or their beneficiaries. These accounts have been locked and a new policy was immediately implemented, requiring three levels of security.

The lawsuit seeks to recover the stolen funds, and we are continuing to work with law enforcement on potential prosecution of alleged criminal behavior. CalPERS will exhaust every legal opportunity to recover the money stolen from the victims. You can access the legal filing here.

Our 2,800 professionals take pride in serving you with the highest degrees of professionalism, integrity, and accountability. That this could have happened in the first place is unacceptable, and the employee is no longer employed by CalPERS. The employee’s actions were an abuse of access, breach of fiduciary responsibility, and
betrayal of co-workers and all dedicated public employees. We are extremely disappointed, because we take our commitment to member security so seriously.

We are fully committed to the safety and protection of your retirement assets. If you have any questions, please contact us at 888 CalPERS (888-225-7377).

Thank you for being a CalPERS member and for your commitment to public service.

**Question:**

Hi Catherine,
Where can I read about the central banking warfare model?

Thanks in advance for your help.

**Question:**

Catherine,

You have opened my eyes to a whole new world. I have to admit, most of it is over my head but I am listening to everything I can to educate myself.

I have a few questions for you this week.

1. I have a large portfolio and want to begin to diversify and put some of my money overseas. What Country and International Currency do you consider safe?

2. I heard you mention it would be good to set up a Swiss Investment Account with an FCC registered Advisor. How would one go about finding someone like this? I have two investment bankers that manage my portfolio and have done a good job for me through the years but now I think it is time for me to be more active in determining what I am investing in.

**Comment:**

Hi Catherine,

Saw this stock mentioned in a YouTube video and saw the story on CNBC (linked below). Thought you would find it interesting. Breathtaking. Thought I had to be missing something, but looking at EDGAR, it appears not.
Really happy to see you will be weekly.


https://www.valuewalk.com/robinhood-uses-hwin-launder-money-fbi/

Question:

Hi Catherine,

The central preoccupation of my life of late is figuring out what is really going on in the world, while trying to educate my husband and young adult sons about what I'm learning without sounding like a madwoman. Two of my sons have been interested in bitcoin in particular, and the idea of cryptocurrency in general, as a means to limit the Feds power in their lives. I remember you said the powers that be can turn off crypto any time they want, but my sons are buying the hype that this really is a way to assert some power over their financial life, and that info critical of crypto is propaganda from the powers threatened by crypto's rise.

I don't understand any of it. Can you please explain by what mechanism/process the crypto simply gets "shut off" by Mr. Global? The digital rather than concrete nature of the currency is enough to put my husband and I off of it. Lost electrical power from the grid going down for an extended time, lost passwords....so many pitfalls. My boys will take more convincing, however, so I'd appreciate whatever insights you can provide.

Thanks for all you do.

LJ

Question:

Hello Catherine,

First of all I'd like to say how much we (my husband and I) appreciate you and all the information you provide on Solari. We are fairly new (joined in Jan ’21) and have learned so much from you. Thank you!

First question, we heard you mention in your conversation with Joseph Farrell, part 1, that you are thinking of (going to) return you the latest stimulus check ($1,400). We had the same experience of the money just showing up in our bank account. Are you going
to return the stimulus money sent out previously ($1,600 & $600)? What are the main reasons for doing so? We don’t trust “free” government money and would like to hear you expound on this more.

Second question, we bought 4 diamonds in 2012 as another type of investment (asset) as advised by the financial advisor we had at the time. They range from ½ to 1 ¼ carats, and at the time cost us over $13K. We are not sure these are worth continue to hold and would like your opinion on this. Would you recommend holding on to these as a different type of physical asset or selling and using those funds for something else? If you recommend selling them, do you know a reputable dealer for this or how to go about finding one? (fyi-We have diversified investments including land, stock market, roth ira, 401k, gold/silver)

Thank you so much for your time and consideration!!

As an aside, we see that there have been subscriber questions on the signs of times, rapture, Book of Revelation, etc. May we recommend the Rapture sermon series by Dr. Andy Woods of Sugarland Bible Church, Sugarland, TX. It’s very thorough and provides answers and reasoning for all views, and which one he believes is correct and why.  https://www.youtube.com/playlist?list=PLJ5WZ9aWBhyji3poqi5-Oby7rPsRzoTJ

**Question:**

Hello Catherine,
Thank you for the wealth of information on Solari. We have only been subscribers for 5 months and it seems we’re still drinking from a fire hose with all the information. Not complaining one bit. Just wished we’d been subscribers many years ago. Better late than never…

We came across this today. Inverse of loans vs. deposits of major banks vs. what the Fed/treasury is doing. Why would this big banks be doing this? This is the opposite of fractional reserve banking…
What does this meaning in terms of "normal banking" rules, MMT and in relation to what you know of central bankers and the going direct reset? We can’t help but think there must be a nefarious purpose behind this…


Thank you so much!

**Comment:**
Dear Catherine,

In an interview on MacroVoices, Dr. Lacy Hunt discussed his thesis for Deflation over the next 6 years unless the Federal Reserve Act is changed to allow them to print money/spend. Here are some of the key discussion points followed by a few questions:

The key writer of the revision to the Federal Reserve Act was a Virginia politician by the name of Carter Glass. He was also author of the Glass-Steagall Act. And he went to the two leading monetary theorists of the time, Irving Fisher of Yale, and Charles Whittlesey of the Wharton School.

And he said, how do we construct the Federal Reserve Act so that the Fed has liquidity powers but not the power to spend? We don’t want the Federal Reserve to turn the country into a banana republic. And if you give the Federal Reserve that ability, then the inflation rate would take off.

Hyperinflation is the really big risk. But, that’s the one that there is no way you can fight it. The only way of getting hyperinflation is if they changed the Federal Reserve Act and allowed the Fed to spend money rather than just buying assets.

But, unfortunately, what would happen is the inflation rate would rise very rapidly and Gresham’s Law would be triggered: The bad money chases out the good money. People would not want to hold paper assets. They will try to convert their paper assets into commodities that either can be consumed or can be traded for other commodities that they might need. You’ll force a return to barter. And in that case, we would make everybody’s lives miserable. In other words, to go down the road of giving the Federal Reserve the ability to spend, you would basically destroy the system by trying to save the system.

The Federal Reserve Act is very, very clear in that it says that the Federal Reserve can only buy debt securities which are backed by the US government agency securities. It appears these new programs the Fed is using right now won’t produce more than very short-term visible benefits. There is a very fleeting transitory benefit. But the benefit fades very, very quickly. They’ll be helpful, and they’ll help get us through. They will help people that are in bad shape for a variety of reasons. But there is not going to be any income generation to repay the principal and interest. And so, the economy is going to be much, much weaker as a result of these extremely politically popular and humane actions.

There is a huge amount of mal allocation of capital and overborrowing with diminishing returns. Because we can’t keep raising taxes when there’s no way to serve all of this crazy debt that we have, the Fed’s got to print money it seems.

The two elements of the production function: The marginal revenue product of the debt is at low levels and it’s going lower, and the demographics are at low levels and they’re going lower.

And so, when we come out of this, there will be a pent-up demand recovery. But the major economies of the world are going to be very hard pressed to generate even a 1% real growth rate in per capita terms.

So, the production function doesn’t work for us. And the lack of saving to fund investment does not work for us.
And, ironically, there have been some pretty smart minds over the years that have looked at the indebtedness problem. One of the first was by the great David Hume, writing in 1752. Adam Smith, who was mentored by Hume, said that he was the greatest intellect of the age. And Smith knew Voltaire. He knew Ben Franklin. And Hume was the greatest. Hume, in his *Treatise on Human Nature*, discussed the physics topic of time and space, to which Einstein attributed the inspiration for the theory of relativity.

In 1752, Hume wrote a paper called “Of Public Credit,” Humee says when a state has mortgaged all of its future revenues, the state by necessity lapses into tranquillity, languor, and impotence. And today, we know that it triggers diminishing returns and an insufficiency of saving to generate physical investment. More is not more. It is less. To have physical investment in the economy, the Fed’s role is irrelevant. It requires saving out of income and we don’t’ have this due to all the borrowing, thus net negative saving. This will lead to a decline in the velocity of money continuing the 20-year trend downward mainly because there is a declining marginal revenue product of the debt. The increase in the money that the Fed manages to engineer in the short run will only be viable if it generates an income stream to repay principal and interest, and it won’t it appears.

In Hume’s paper, he recommended that the best fiscal policy is the one that always runs surpluses. And his argument was that you run surpluses so that when you have a national emergency – and he was mainly thinking about a war or some type of natural disaster – that you have the ready resources to handle the problem. As a matter of fact, Adam Smith, in *The Wealth of Nations*, followed Hume’s advice.

And, generally speaking, the United States followed that policy until Keynesian economics took over.

And if you think about the advice that Hume gave, this genius of a man, this towering figure, that’s how successful people behave. You don’t run on the margin. You have a rainy-day fund. You’re prepared for an emergency so that you do not have to rely on debt, which makes you weaker.

If the Federal Reserve Act was opened for revision, The Federal Reserve would have to go to the Congress and the president and say that we need to (quote) modernize, or whatever wonderful term they may want to use. But one of the risks here is if you open the Federal Reserve Act up for revision, then we’re going to have to deal with a myriad of alternative ideas that people have. And some of them are really strange. And so, opening up the Federal Reserve Act for revision would open a whole unknown can of worms. And where you go once that’s started is anybody’s guess. It could be in the direction of money printing. That’s certainly a possibility that we have to be aware of. The Federal Reserve will need to take the role and leadership in pushing the change through. Do you think they will do this? Do you think they decided on this in 2019 when the central bankers planned the Going Direct Reset?

Can you please share your view on the above and how your asset allocation would change based upon a deflation scenario? What do you believe the likely outcome is in The USA and Australia? Deflation and flat growth for years? Changing the Federal Reserve Act? Negative interest rates? Will we follow Japan?
Thank you for all that you do. Stay well and bless you Catherine.

Warm Regards,

CAF Notes & Links:

Covid-19

Question:

Hi Catherine -
Watched your interview with Greg / USA Watchdog. In the comment section, one person remarked on the potential liability for those who are actually dispensing vaccines and not giving the full "informed consent" which I would imagine is many people. He suggested that these health care providers (according to the law) do not have immunity from liability, that was granted to the vaccine manufacturers. I have wondered about this too, and thought that there might be legal recourse and / or a way to notify these health care workers of their precarious situation, in very general terms.
In my small community, (for example) I would be willing to research and send a notice of potential legal liability to any and all healthcare providers I could identify as a public service to the community. A list of names & address should be kept with Mail sent "registered" so there was a record of receipt.
If other people were willing to do this in their communities, word could spread quickly. Another idea could be to send a copy of an article, written & published by CHD, with all of the particulars and references, thus alerting vaccine providers to their potential legal perils.
Do you know if anyone has come up with such a letter? Can you think of any reason(s) that this would not be a good idea? Would Jerry Day be a good person to conspire with?
Many thanks as usual!!!

Comment:

Catherine,

I find the use of the words ‘face diapers’ deeply offensive. If I find it offensive, how can you even hope to have people, who believe in them, engage in dialog?

Ultimately we are all the same side. They have been sold a bill of goods, which played on the best of humanity - protect your family and community. Whenever someone says
I saw a very good video about the ‘pandemic’ and ‘vaccine’. I wanted to send it to my family, as I was trying to stop them from taking a vaccine. In the video, the speaker used the phrase, face diapers, so I never send a link to the video.

Comment:

To All,

Please feel free to use in any communications you want.
I've been working with Bernadette Pajer at ICAN WA.
The Dept of Health in WA is going full steam ahead with the clinical trial here in WA.
I do not call it a vaccination program, as the EUA clearance provided by the FDA does not legally provide that working definition.
We are now dealing with a level of assumption of safety, complicity in a scheme to defraud the US taxpayer or something else.

Pleas stay safe. If you are getting this message, you are the Resistance. You are the sane ones!

X

------- Original Message -------
On Friday, April 16, 2021 2:44 PM wrote:

Dear Secretary Shah,

I am writing this letter in response to the meetings that I attended virtually on April 14th and April 15th (the DOH BOH and the VAC, respectively). What I heard from all members present at both meetings, dismayed and disturbed me.

The department of health is tasked with protecting the public health from a wide variety of health affecting conditions, ranging from sanitation, food borne illness, to monitoring the prevalence of disease causing organisms.
Included in this area of responsibility is the monitoring of adverse events from drug or medical products.
I am finding significant deficiencies and concerns with regard to the monitoring of the adverse events of the Emergency Use Authorization (EUA) therapies that are being promoted here in WA State.

The recent deployment of the Pfizer/Bio-N-Tech, Moderna and J&J therapies is anomalous in the annals of public health and disease prevention.
The only reason they are allowed to be deployed in such numbers is the EUA by the FDA. Experimental therapies, such as those manufactured by Pfizer, Moderna and J&J, have not undergone the extensive and long-term animal testing that is required for normal FDA clearance. RNA/Lipid capsule transfection (Pfizer/Moderna) and Adenovirus ds DNA technologies (J&J) have never been successfully proven as a cancer or viral therapy in any of the published literature. I state again that these are still considered experimental technologies with no data on the long-term health effects. The current program for these therapies falls under the more traditional definition of a Phase III clinical trial.

The primary system and program that is being used (as far as I can determine) to track any and all adverse event associated with all these experimental therapies is the VAERS reporting system for vaccine adverse events. When I heard that statement being repeated by several members of board and committee, I became concerned. I can only assume that the DOH and its various memberships are unaware that VAERS, at best, captures only 1% of all AEs associated with vaccines. A 2010 study by Harvard Pilgrim Health Care, Inc. for the Agency for Healthcare Research and Quality (AHRQ) [see attached Lazarus-report] is included so that you can verify my statement. A more recent request for information to Director Walensky of the CDC reveals that VAERS still suffers from these reporting deficiencies [see Letter-to-Dr.-Walensky].

What surprised me was the faith exhibited by all the members of both boards on the ability of the VAERS system to uncover "6 thrombocytopenia events" from the J&J therapeutic. After hearing that statement, I went to VAERS to see if I was misguided in my skepticism of the VAERS system.
From the cursory and high level screening tool that is provided by the VAERS Wonder site, clearly there is an anomalously higher than expected deaths and hospitalizations this year.
Deaths are at least an order of magnitude higher than in the last 20 years.
This suggests that the 6 cases of thrombocytopenia by J&J are potentially much higher, thus the 6 cases could be picked out with relative ease.
Over 85% of the numbers in both the Death and Hospitalization events are COVID19 Vaccine correlated.
Given the traditional underreporting by VAERS, the numbers of AEs and deaths stemming from the current round of shots could become much higher.
The gap between a "normal" year of AEs and this year (which is not even half-way) should give pause to the current push for shots in arms.

Unfortunately, I am seeing a wholesale belief (and it is a belief) by the members of the DOH and by your office, that these product are safe and effective.
The attitude required for public health official needs to be weighted towards skepticism for new drugs and devices.
A limited data set that stems from the manufacturers of these products should leave members that act in the best interest of the public, skeptical of claims by manufacturers.
What I heard at this meeting was not the sober and skeptical analysis of physicians and scientists.

Given the amount of funds being furnished by the state and federal government, it is prudent to divert funding to a task force assigned to looking more deeply into the issue of AEs associated with these products.
I would also suggest that you task members of the DOH to look into the issue of the PCR test for SARs-Cov-2.
The guidance provided by the WHO (which the CDC has recommended to follow) has set the cycle threshold (Ct > 35 for RT-PCR) levels that are known to produce false positives at a high rate (Jaffar et al, Clinical Infectious Diseases, https://doi.org/10.1093/cid/ciaa1491).

Both Australian and Portuguese courts have ruled the PCR tests as invalid. The WHO and CDC have issued a new guidance in December 2020 and January 2021 to reduce the Ct threshold (http://web.archive.org/web/20210121170101/https://www.who.int/news/item/14-12-2020-who-information-notice-for-ivd-users).

It is unknown if the labs used in WA State are following the guidance.

I look forward to your response and the response of your colleagues.

Very Respectfully,


Comment:

Catherine,

This is an excellent article, with links, that most of my friends seem to accept a little more willingly. You might find it interesting too.


Comment:

Hi Catherine,

Something very interesting just happened in Ontario, Canada that reminds me of something Joseph Farrell keeps saying – Mr. Global will get caught in his own narrative (or something similar.)

On Friday April 16th, the provincial government released new guidelines that included the following:
1. Police can now perform random spot checks of persons in vehicles and pedestrians to question why they out of their house.
2. Closure of playgrounds
This was immediately followed by a backlash from not only those who are anti-lockdown, but also unexpectedly

– pro-lockdown social justice activists who cited recent police brutality events to protest against 1)
– several major police departments province wide who claimed that they not even informed of 1) and will not enforce it
– parents and families against 2)

The government has been forced to partially backtrack on the new orders.

Things are heating up here…

Comment:

Catherine, Catherine, Catherine, and to Joseph Farrell!!!!! Breaking – you need to know this!!! Tim Keller pastor and site recommends getting the jab- is part of the biologos.org with Francis Collins at NIH and is recommending christians get the vaxxxx- see the whole biologos page! Listen to Sherry Tenpenny on this- did a bible study on it on her happyhourwithdrt – read thru it
https://happyhourwithdrt.blogspot.com/2021/04/FalseteacherswhatwillGodsay.html

In Injection Fraud, you had a hero, john maccarther – his picture was the wrong picture next to your write up. But watch this guy – super hero!!

CAF Notes & Links:

Feedback

Comment:

Hi, Catherine

Thanks for what you are doing to make sense of the madness.
I'm a building contractor in Canada, work with my hands for over 35 years, I have not watched mainstream tv for well over 20 years. I have to figure out everything, from investing and how to run a business, and what works what does not work in the real world main street. looking for answers has been my mission for some time, and to protect my family from what's coming.

I find this all exhausting everyone around me does not see whats going on, and are lining up to get a shot an external solution for an internal issue. I do not see an end to this for some time. Part of the problem I think is how disconnected we are from the fear of death.

In your Ask Catherine episode about mind entrapment, I have used this phrase for years "you must stand guard to the entrance to your mind" this is not mine, I heard this from Tony Robbins from one of his mentors. It has served me well to be open but also to be critical. Another good one is from Milton freedmen “when government says this is temporary it means its permanent”

About Vancouver airport, it has changed a lot, and Canada has changed a lot. I can not confirm the China run airport, but there have been a lot more Asians descent moving here, from what I remember, how it was when I was growing up and how the mainstream is just toeing the line about the WEF narrative on build back better.

Re the markets and stimulus checks from government, took the 4000 dollars the government gave me put it into bitcoin in march April 2020, and it has grown about 10 fold, I cashed out the bitcoin out, paid back the government back and bought silver.

I still have positions in crypto, and at first, though you were wrong in your viewpoint that Mr global was behind this, that point of view has changed, and I can see what they are doing. I am invested in cryptos but trade in and out, which I know will have tax implications. Still, this way iv been able to safe harbor capital as I think very soon bitcoin will dump then go for another round of pump and dump. I can see the algorithms working pumping and dumping in the background. Some indicators show the orders going through. I’m thinking they might be using the bitcoin as some kind of spring to absorb all the monies printing.

I’m expecting the vix to go up about 500% soon and the dow to drop to 27000 then maybe to a low of19000. I’m seeing everything as being over bought and the markets have been to quiet.

blue sky's and it makes me worried, all new highs.They need another crisis and need more logs on the fire to keep the narrative going.

Side note plywood has got up to over 115.00 a sheet from 25.00 just a year ago.

I did not think much about occult dates but the more I have been researching the more i am seeing this with in the overall narrative.
Here are some interesting dates coming up:
April 19 - May 1 - Blood Sacrifice To The Beast. Fire sacrifice is required on April 19- may 1. We just had a new moon cycle on the 12th as well.

Thanks for holding the line, there is so much to be done, all this has to happen I think in order for the system to change and for people to see a bigger picture of the truth.

Take care of yourself we need you.
Cheers

**Question:**

Hi Catherine!

Could you provide some advice on how to protect land rights? We recently purchased a tract of land in MS as an investment, inflation hedge and potential bug-out property. Historically the land was used for agriculture but is presently 99% forested - I'm curious on recommendations on how to reduce the risk of our land rights being eroded.

**Question:**

Hello Catherine

I am blessed to have stumbled upon the Solari Report after watching your interview with a fellow Canadian, Rocco Galati. I immediately became a subscriber and my brain has been soaking up the information and using the knowledge to surf. We have a saying in our house, “You cannot control the waves but you can learn to surf.”

During your conversation with Adam Trombly back in 2011, you and he discussed the QRS machine and how this is one mechanism that grounds you and that is used for health and to counter balance when you have been feeling the entrainment. I believe you felt it helped your life during the hugely difficult trials that was your past journey.

My question is to ask you please explain what the benefits of this machine/mat are to our human body – both mental and physical health.

Also where can we purchase a machine that comes from a company that has high integrity?

Your information and advice have a way of keeping us grounded and feeling hopeful. I feel like one of the characters in the Wizard of Oz. You have pulled back the curtain to expose Mr. Global’s manipulations.
My warmest regards from Canada. A country that I was proud of and was “one of those Canadians” proudly displaying our flag on my backpack when travelling. I’m sad by our PM selling our country down the river.
Thanks!

**Question:**

Hello Ms. Catherine Fitts,

My name is RW and I am a 22 year old who has questioned the inner workings of the world for as long as I can remember. I have been subscribed to the Solari Report for a week now and I absolutely love your content so far. Thank you for taking the time to build such an amazing project during a time when it is getting harder and harder to find immersive reports and discussions on the search for the truth.

I have never done anything like this before but I am writing to you today because I recently listened to your 1st Quarter 2021 Wrap Up: News Trends & Stories, Part II with Dr. Joseph P. Farrell. I enjoyed the discussion very much, but I wanted to ask you about your opinion of the Q movement. You mentioned that you believe it is a psychological operation and one that is being surveilled and potentially used by the government to fuel the "mafia war" and domestic terrorism within the United States. While I agree that there is a large possibility of that, I feel that there is a butterfly effect occurring that Q must not be analyzed due to its potential threats to our democracy. While the posts from the original Q are anonymous, I believe it is being written off due to the conspiracies surrounding the Q posts. From my understanding, they encourage independent and critical thinking and I found that your discussion with Dr. Joseph P. Farrell had a plethora of parallels with the original questions asked by Q. Now, I know I am a young, inexperienced person in this crazy world, but I wanted to ask if you could reconsider your opinion presented on your Wrap Up and look for the parallels from your discussion with Dr. Farrell in the posts written by Q? 1 believe it could spark something special in your discussions with Dr. Joseph P. Farrell. Some of the parallels include posts about who Mr. Global is (Rothschild, Rockefeller, Soros, etc), the Covid Scamdemic, politically corrupt players, population control, gun control, the Federal Reserve, and the shriek-o-meter just to name a few. If you get an opportunity, the link to the original posts is https://qalerts.app/?sortasc=1 and to help with some of the terminology https://qalerts.app/keys/. It is worth a dive down the rabbit hole, I assure you. I hope this message reaches you well. You are truly an inspiration to me. Take care Ms. Fitts.

**Comment:**

Hi Catherine,
I finally finished reading the state of our currencies. I found the section on space to be interesting and I wanted to simply share some of the knowledge and indirect experiences I have acquired through my training.

I am a psychiatrist. During my training, a psychiatrist who trained me had two patients who were sisters both of whom had been abducted by aliens. Neither one was psychotic and neither of them were involved in a psychotic group or cult. What they had to say was fascinating. This is what I learned about the 'alien race'.

1. They do not want to be caught or stopped.
2. They do not have any interest in involving themselves in our culture or our government. They will only intervene to protect themselves from being caught or stopped.
3. They have a hierarchy of power, the small ones do the actual work of abducting the humans and the experimentations but if they could not contain the resistance from the humans the larger ones would be called to settle things.
4. The purpose of the abductions was to collect the DNA that was needed for reproduction. They are a very sick race with no obvious sexual organs who had lost their ability to reproduce. The infants that were the result of that DNA collection was kept in large rooms and held in blue gel that somehow allows the humans to breathe. These infants still needed to have some type of connection with their anatomical mother. (There is a biological drive to know the biological mother).
   The other purpose of the abductions was to understand the human psyche. The alien beings have no functional mouth so their communication is entirely psychic. The sisters describe that the aliens would 'penetrate their mind psychically'.
   I have a suspicion (not any information) that their excretion of waste is through the skin, hence their odd color.
5. One of the sisters became critically ill with a pulmonary infection. She was abducted and placed in a tube of this blue gel in which she floated and somehow could breathe. When she came out she was cured. Her experience of that however, is that they did not want to help her out of compassion but so she was not lost as a guinea pig.
6. They have no art.
7. From watching the program on TV regarding the American governments research into UFOs and their meeting with the Italians I learned about the Italian helicopter. An Italian helicopter was flying to a site high in the mountains where a UFO had become stranded for the purpose of investigation. Enroute, a UFO suddenly showed up behind the helicopter and shot it with some type of energy weapon to the propellers. This was enough to cause the helicopter to be forced to land with no harm to the pilot and copilot. No harm came to the humans. Clearly harm could easily have happened if that was the intention. What in the world is the energy weapon?
8. They have also been seen extensively under water and it seems that they have a base under the sea. They travel easily through the water and as quickly as they do in the air. They are attracted to areas of energy vortices.
9. Who knows what kind of financial system they have? Or government structure? It never occured to me to ask that question until reading your information. I am starting to ask the question where is the money for everything.
10. They were very visible during the time of abductions, in the 50s and 60s but then they slowed down and became quieter. Now they are resurfacing but I am not hearing about abductions. I wonder why and what they are up to. Again, they do not seem to be interested in us except to understand us and to use our planet.

11. They have followed, in formation, our Navy and Air Force air craft. For miles without stopping to refuel.

12. The pilots that have seen their craft want to learn how to fly them.

13. I also wonder if their physical limitations are the result of nuclear or electronic or some other type of toxic exposure. Anyway, just, wanted to share.

**Question:**

Hello Catherine,

I listened to your interview with David. You mentioned experimentation with children/teens where they place thoughts, through technology into their minds.

Please direct me to an article or source for more information.

How do they target?
How do they chose whom to experiment on?

Asking for a friend…

Blessings,

**Comment:**

Catherine,

I am a new subscriber and love the information you provide. It has given me much food for thought. I read a lot of international news hoping to find the truth. This is the best theory as to why the EverGiven was grounded. It makes perfect sense when you connect the dots of Gates’ global farmland purchases along with his de population agenda. I think your subscribers will find this very interesting.  

https://www.bitchute.com/video/OpAkFXSvea4C/?fbclid=lwAR2wOc8TsbVqyEGmombm4NXYmdxL1zKzwwhtwjiBuGcqxpfT0ZyVPuUqOpil

All my best,
Comment:

Best Practice in Fairy Tales

Fairy Tales/myth, speak of things that never were revealing truths that always are…

Show me your fairy tales and I’ll show you your culture.
Jean Houston. PhD

Ballads, limericks and oral tradition preserve our collective wisdom. Passed from age to age, the stories, songs and rhymes are meant to help us see human nature and the world more clearly. The best address the human dilemma: Why am I here? What am I supposed to do?

To be relevant the stories require updating, revising and retelling. The moral of the tale is unchanging but the lesson is the same. One example concerns the “pot that never runs dry”. Through the ages the pot evolved from cauldron to Grail.

"We can interpret fairy tales as answers to the ultimate questions about our outer and inner needs." - Rudolf Steiner

Violence is a hallmark of classical tales. Murder, mutilation, cannibalism, infanticide, incest as well as all manner of deception and chos abound. The Brothers Grimm Cinderella is a good illustration, contrary to Disney’s interpretation, this story is about overcoming child abuse and parental neglect.

Cinderella is the only child of a prosperous widower. Her childhood is full of heartache and loneliness; compounded by her stepmother’s cruelty, her stepsisters’ hostility and her father’s indifference. Her only consolation comes from the birds and a hazel tree that she waters with her tears.

When Prince Charming comes to find the mysterious owner of the slipper, he deals with Cinderella’s father. The father makes no attempt to advocate for Cinderella but allows the stepmother’s ambition to dominate the scene. She is determined to enforce her agenda; one of her daughters will marry the prince.

In a desperate attempt to realize her goal, the wicked stepmother mutilates her daughter’s feet to fit the slipper. The prince is completely taken in by the deceit not once but twice. In both instances the prince is returning to the castle with his false bride when he is alerted to the deception by a dove nesting in a hazel tree.

"Back again! back again! look at the shoe! The shoe is too small, she's not the true one that sits by thy side." and not made for you! Prince! prince! look again for thy bride, for she is not the true one who sits by thy side.
The prince confronts the father. 'This is not the true bride. Don’t you have any other daughters?'

At this point Cinderella steps forward to claim her slipper. It fits perfectly. Nevertheless the prince has to draw near and look into her face before declaring, ‘This is the right bride.’

Then he took Cinderella on his horse and rode away. And when they came to the hazel-tree the white dove sang— "Prince! prince! take home thy bride, For she is the true one that sits by thy side!"

CS Lewis cautions against minimizing the terrors of these tales. He reasons that doing so banishes all that ennobles the heroine’s suffering or makes it endurable. The best Fairy tales present witches and monsters side by side with comforters and protectors. Radiant champions surmount their pain. They use their wits, magical allies and their attunement with nature to right wrongs and restore order.

Storytellers/readers are cautioned against dramatizing the narrative. Approaching the material with restraint allows the listener’s creative imagination to more fully engage.

Fairy tales are found in every culture throughout the world. Here is a Russian fairytale for your consideration. An old man and an old woman have two daughters; one was fairly unattractive, but the younger, Nastya, was skilled and beautiful. The mother did not love them equally. She wanted her favourite daughter, the less attractive one, to marry. However all the potential husbands instantly preferred Nastya.

The old woman decides to send Nastya away. She tells her husband to take her to the forest in the middle of winter and leave her there to die. The inhabitants of the forest, including Father Frost, decide to help Nastya because of her kind heart.

R. J. Stewart, author of 40 titles on Celtic mythology, Faery Tradition, and balled historian maintains Fairy lore is the source of all religions.

This Japanese folktale is an example. One night, the Man on the Moon came down to earth disguised as a beggar. He chanced upon a Fox, a Monkey, and a Rabbit he asked for some food. The Fox brought him fish from a stream, the Monkey brought fruit from the trees, but the Rabbit could only offer grass. So he told the beggar to build a fire, and when it was built, threw himself onto the flames to offer himself to the Man.

Amazed by the Rabbit’s generosity, the beggar transformed back into the Man on the Moon and pulled the Rabbit from the fire. To honor the Rabbit’s kindness, the Man on the Moon carried the Rabbit back to the moon to live with him. Now, if you look at the full moon, you can see the outline of the Rabbit on the moon.
Fairy tales aid the moral development of a community. C. S. Lewis says they "combine the richest spiritual wisdom with the simplest manner of expression," Good fairy tales provide profound moral lessons in a form that delights and inspires. The best of these stories addresses both head and heart by providing instruction in right and wrong while exciting the imagination.

The human soul has an inextinguishable need to have the substance of fairy tales flow through its veins, just as the body needs to have nourishing substances circulate through it." -Rudolf Steiner

Key elements of a fairy tale:
- Noble heroes /heroines worthy of emulation.
- Talking animals (optional)
- Fairies (optional)
- Vegetable and mineral kingdoms influence the plot
- Simple story told in simple language
- Magic is an essential element to the story
- Hero/heroine should be beautiful and cunning
- Conclude with a happy ending.

Primary themes:
- Courage
- Love/Friendship
- Forgiveness/Redemption
- Survival

**Question:**

Catherine,

NY Plum Island level 4 bio research facility moving to Manhattan, KS

An interesting partnership. DHS and Ag? Right in the middle of the heartland.

https://www.k-state.edu/nbaf/

**Comment:**

Dear Catherine,

I am one of your subscribers. First, please let me say that I am so appreciative and grateful for what you do, and the example that you’ve set. I came across your story
about Dillon Read and Co. years ago, knew it was true, did not understand it, and kept coming across it, re-reading, and re-reading until I finally subscribed.

I tried to duplicate your Japan Red Cross information in SR20210401_Notes which are attached on page 7 .... I went to the Japan Red Cross, https://www.jrc.or.jp/ clicked around in English, could not find your information -- the closest was FAQ under blood donation and it was not like this. So looked for a website translator, and they are all Google based unfortunately, but I started to click around the Japanese version, but translated through Google translate. Of course, I could not find it. So then I tried DeepL Translate as recommended in your article, but using Google translate to navigate the website to find the FAQ. Again I went to FAQ, and here is what it is in from DeepL -- note how cleaned up it is compared to yours which is below the DeepL. I'm really freaked out by this...it is only 12-13 days after your report on April 1.

Here is DeepL screen shot of the FAQ under BLOOD DONATION and underneath is yours from the report and underneath years is Google translate’s version.

Since yours is so different, and contains info like Creutzfeldt-Jakob disease which is in a different section of the FAQ, I'm hoping that yours was not from the FAQ -- but I have been clicking all over the Japan Red Cross website, again https://www.jrc.or.jp/ using Google translate (it seems hard to find a website translator) which may alert people. But I can't find another place where this information is.

I know you must be incredibly busy with lots of subscribers writing you, but I would be so appreciative if you could help me. I told my brother, a doctor about this, and I found that Japan's blood supply is ONLY from the Japan Red Cross. So I think this is very important. It's mainly to persuade just one more family with kids - my nephews, and also be credible in my brother's eyes, but also for my ownself about the nature of the vaccine. If there has been a real change to the Japanese Red Cross website, it's also very important information, too.

Thank you again for everything that you are doing for all of us who want truth, freedom and integrity.

A

(Attached to the email)

SARS-CoV-2 RNA reverse-transcribed and integrated into the human genome


(AW-- I'm a professor of mathematics at...there really is a lot dishonesty and lack of basic integrity. It has definitely reached down to this level....and people couldn't understand the inexplicable for a long time (and most people still can't), but it would
take a lot less time understanding why due the efforts of people like you. It has basically taken me my whole life to figure so much out. Thank you, again.

One more thing -- you probably know but if not.....I am attaching this other preprint but here’s the link: you can get it from pubmed: the direct link is a nicer format: https://pubmed.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/33330870/ or https://www.biorxiv.org/content/10.1101/2020.12.12.422516v1.full

Authors below from Harvard/MIT. Basically, title says it all. So if it can happen with wild virus, the possibility opens even more with the "vaccine." The point of the vaccine is that the the stability and longevity of the mRNA has been enhanced so it stays inside our cell much longer than viral RNA or our own RNA for protein production. The other point is that it's important to get articles from places like Harvard/MIT to be persuasive to a lots of people.

**SARS-CoV-2 RNA reverse-transcribed and integrated into the human genome**

Abstract:

**Summary**

Prolonged SARS-CoV-2 RNA shedding and recurrence of PCR-positive tests have been widely reported in patients after recovery, yet these patients most commonly are non-infectious\(^1\)\(^{-14}\). Here we investigated the possibility that SARS-CoV-2 RNAs can be reverse-transcribed and integrated into the human genome and that transcription of the integrated sequences might account for PCR-positive tests. In support of this hypothesis, we found chimeric transcripts consisting of viral fused to cellular sequences in published data sets of SARS-CoV-2 infected cultured cells and primary cells of patients, consistent with the transcription of viral sequences integrated into the genome. To experimentally corroborate the possibility of viral retro-integration, we describe evidence that SARS-CoV-2 RNAs can be reverse transcribed in human cells by reverse transcriptase (RT) from LINE-1 elements or by HIV-1 RT, and that these DNA sequences can be integrated into the cell genome and subsequently be transcribed. Human endogenous LINE-1 expression was induced upon SARS-CoV-2 infection or by cytokine exposure in cultured cells, suggesting a molecular mechanism for SARS-CoV-2 retro-integration in patients. This novel feature of SARS-CoV-2 infection may explain why patients can continue to produce viral RNA after recovery and suggests a new aspect of RNA virus replication.

1. Liguo Zhang\(^1\),
2. Alexsia Richards\(^1\),
3. Andrew Khalil\(^1\)\(^{23}\),
4. Emile Wogram\(^1\),
5. Haiting Ma\(^1\),
6. Richard A. Young\(^14\) and
7. Rudolf Jaenisch\(^14\)*

*\(^1\)Whitehead Institute for Biomedical Research, Cambridge, MA, USA
Comment:

Hallo Catherine and team,
Sending you a black humor, not so funny really, coincidence of a green passport we had in 1943 in Germany and Austria. This is the photo of my mothers “clean” blood (line) pass (my mother has passed) and it is green. I guess the new idea of a “clean” breath passport in green had a predecessor.

We humans have no right to argue why providence created the races, but only to recognize that it punishes those who disregard their creation. Adolf Hitler in 1937
The quote on the first page of the pass, translated, sounds scarily cultish, actually completely nonsensical idiotic. And in its time people believed this statement of a higher spiritual nature….

Waking up for us humans is a slow process….

Kind Regards,
UW

Question:

Hi Catherine,

My brainwashed town supervisor has sent this out to all pound ridge residents. Can u help me write him a letter. I wish I could run for town supervisor against him but I'm sure I will loose. What should I do? See below

Your loyal listener

Supervisor's Newsletter

April 9, 2021
Dear Residents,

On the COVID-19 front, we have recently seen a reduction in the number of new cases in Pound Ridge. Hopefully, this trend will continue as more people get vaccinated.

This week I signed up for the New York State Excelsior Pass (here). It is intended to be a fast and secure way to present digital proof of COVID-19 vaccinations or negative test results. I don’t anticipate it being required to go anywhere or do anything in Pound Ridge, but I figured I would try it anyway. It was quick and easy to do.

As a reminder, if COVID-19 has you feeling down and emotionally stressed about everything reopening too soon, consider reaching out to NY Project Hope. It is New York’s COVID-19 Emotional Support Helpline, designed to help people manage and cope with the changes brought on by the pandemic. NY Project Hope crisis counselors understand what you are going through. Talking to them is free, confidential, and anonymous. You can access the website (here) for more information and call the helpline directly at 844-863-9314 from 8:00 am to 10:00 pm, seven days a week.

The Town House staff continues to work to return a sense of normality to Pound Ridge. We started planning our Memorial Day Parade and Fourth of July fireworks celebration. Clearly both events will be different from previous years, and COVID-19 could still cause us to cancel them; however, we figured it’s still best to put these events on the calendar.

Speaking of parades, there is a parade coming to town next weekend — a Doggie Parade! The Pound Ridge Business Association is hosting a parade for our pups on Sunday,
Question:

Catherine,
Is the CDC a federal agency or private entity?

Government CDC is one of the major operating components of the Department of Health and Human Services.

IMO CDC appears to report directly to the specific directions of Owners of the Federal Reserve and their intelligence and enforcement agencies.

‘On October 12, 2020, me and a team of independent researchers published a peer reviewed study titled: ‘COVID-19 Data Collection, Comorbidity & Federal Law: A Historical Retrospective’. The study was published in the journal ‘Science, Public Health Policy & The Law’… has since been used as a key exhibit in several lawsuits filed in the U.S.

The major points from our study are:

– The CDC violated multiple federal laws when it decided to unilaterally change fatality-reporting guidelines, which enabled COVID-19 to be listed as a primary cause of death. These federal laws include violations of the PRA (paperwork reduction act), the IQA (information quality act), and the associated 44 U.S.C.

– As a result of these new and illegally-created fatality-reporting guidelines, all fatality data for COVID-19 was permanently corrupted.

We viewed our study as the major smoking gun of government corruption and illegality for COVID-19 data reporting … Recently, the attorneys in a federal court case (Beckman Vs. HHS) has used our identical legal arguments against the HHS and CDC. Furthermore, our lead author, Dr. Henele Ealy has recently submitted expert testimony to 3 counties in the State of Oregon, regarding COVID-19 data and statistics from the state of Oregon. As of this date, in 2/3 instances, the counties passed resolutions that enabled businesses to remain open.

What is the IQA and Why Is It Relevant for COVID-19 & The CDC?

The Information Quality Act (IQA) was enacted by Congress in December of 2000. It is an essential rulebook with which all U.S. Federal agencies must be in compliance. Upon enactment of the IQA, the law required the OMB (office of management of budget) to create procedural guidelines for how all federal agencies must collect and disseminate data (including statistical data) from the public. For 21 years, the IQA has been readily implemented as a series of checks and balances between federal agencies who collect and disseminate data and statistics from the public, and the executive branch’s oversight.”

Question:

Hi Catherine,
I know you and your team are amazing!
Is there any way that you could interview Dr. David Martin (he was featured on Plandemic 2)?
I think that the two of you would be a powerful force that could help us move forward faster.
We have to find practical ways to deal with the corruption in our courts.

Thank you again for all that you do!

Not a lot to say, Notice of Liability re Passports and Jay Dyer on history
Question:

Dear Catherine,

In The State of Our Currencies you ask:

“How do you persuade people to agree to install an unnatural operating system in their body and the bodies of their children that will subject them to complete control managed by a machine?”

You then answer the question by stating in part:

“First, you use the magic virus to scare people. • Next, you persuade people that the only way to protect themselves from the virus is to get designated tests and toxines—pushed and injected up their nose near the brain barrier. • You keep the ingredients of the toxine secret, attacking or killing scientists or doctors who try to document or publish the real ingredients.”

In a number of your recent interviews I have noticed that you are abroad. Germany and the Netherlands come to mind. Yet (correct me if I am wrong) these tests are mandatory when traveling through Europe and when returning to the United States, are they not?

*How have you managed to avoid them? How does anyone travel abroad and manage to avoid them?*

*Driving*

*Saliva tests are available*

Dear Catherine,

I realize that, in my first email to you, I was not specific enough in conveying my concern about the Covid tests. Of course, there is no question that I would ever voluntarily submit to a vaccine. But, of late, I have come to the conclusion that the tests are just as dangerous. Consider the two short videos found at the links I have placed,
below, the first of which comes from scientists at Rice University who explain the scientific breakthrough of "Teslaphoresis", and the second which reveals black moving (Teslaphoresis?) strands on the allegedly "sterilized" cotton swabs used for Covid testing. In your opinion, is there a connection between the two? There are those who believe these strands are Morgellons and that the goal of the rampant testing spree is to infect the entire population with this horrendous disease. I don't know what to think. Am I succumbing to fear porn in believing that these tests are equally as dangerous as the vaccine? And, again, if so, how does one refuse them when traveling in Europe and when re-entering the United States?

Your time in answering my questions is greatly appreciated. My background is in finance. I began my journey at the age of 20 when I was hired by the Paris office of Merrill Lynch as a secretarial assistant. Within one year, I was promoted to the position of account executive. Within 7 years, I became convinced that I was working for a criminal organization and quit. That was forty-two-years ago. Since then, I have spent incalculable hours studying the Federal Reserve, "modern money mechanics," the banking cabal and the financial markets they control. My understanding of these men, their mechanisms and their institutions, caused me to invest, years ago, in crypto-currencies and while I am very aware of the back door that will facilitate the "pump and dump" scheme you believe Mr. Global is in the process of implementing, having seen what he did to my grandparents in 1929 when they lost 11 million dollars in the Crash, my belief is that when the time is right he will orchestrate a scenario of annihilation in all of the financial markets in his attempt to bring the World to its knees. In the meantime, my concern is in protecting the health and wealth of my family with the hope of finding the community of other like minded individuals with whom I can preserve a human future. In this endeavor, I have found your work to be brilliant, an eye opener, for which I thank you profusely.

https://youtu.be/w1d0Lg6wuvc?t=3
https://forbiddenknowledgetv.net/moving-black-strands-on-face-mask-similar-videos-appearing-daily-now/

Question:

Hi Catherine - first, thank you for all you do.

I read your State of the Currency report and just finished with the latest video from John Titus. I also read a couple of books and watched some interviews by Professor Richard A. Werner, author of Princes of the Yen. I also read books by Joseph Farrell and Technocrat Rising by Patrick Wood among others.

I know the WEF, IFM, and BIS appear to want to take over the world. The central bankers want to "go direct". My understanding is that want to eliminate community banks and will let the commercial banks fail when the timing is right, leaving us with only one option. So, in your opinion:
1) How corrupt is the US government? Are they simply incompetent, compromised and clueless or are they complicit in this scheme? Does the US government understand what the great reset is and are they assisting, meaning the executive branch is controlled by them?
2) Does the US still have a viable judicial system - at any level?
   Watch HOT CO

3) Does the gate slam on the trap after digital currencies or before?
4) John Titus was discussing in the video "Has the Fed kept two sets of books over the past 50 years" that there were statement made in the FOMC papers that indicate the knows it is breaking laws (reference to maybe needing to combine the books of the Fed and the Treasury). This is confusing ... is that an "honest" attempt at rectifying a bad situation or is that a crucial step in taking over the Treasury?

Thanks again and my best to you.

Comment:

Dear Ms. Fitts,

I am a subscriber of the Solari Report and have been following and keenly interested in your work for many years.

I am also a professional member of Dr. Rashid Buttar’s TAP into Reality initiative which has engaged a strategic alliance with CrowdPoint Technologies for a select members of the TAP team to which I belong.

CrowdPoint Technologies is going to launch worldwide officially in May.

I have a sense that you’d be very interested in looking into this high-end AI-based cybersecurity diagnostics and remedy technology and algorithm applying marketing tool to target consumers who have an interest in specific products and services,

The beneficiaries are the customers/clients and CP-exchanges resellers and distributors operating on a truly level playing field as opposed to the identity and personal data stealing Amazons and Facebooks of this world. IOW this marketing platform is based on owning and capitalizing on the private data of small business owners via utilizing blockchain technology.

Here is a link containing 4 videos of explanatory webinars:

CrowdPoint Technologies.

Or:
CEO Sean Brehm and his team are presenting 2 more webinars to the TAP team: one tomorrow 4/15 and the last one on Saturday 4/17. I am in a position to forward you the zoom links, if you’d like.

With much appreciation for your work and insights,

Sincerely,

Comment:

Hi, Catherine -


I am a member of the Leadership Council of the Harvard School of Public Health, and I attended the annual conference that took place in 2014, around the time of the explosive outbreak of Ebola in West Africa. At the time, one of the virologists at Harvard, whose specialty is computational genetics - she was receiving blood samples from Ebola patients in Sierra Leone - stated, to a packed audience, that "we are one mutation away from airborne transmission of this virus." I raised my hand to ask if I had understood her correctly, for the orthodox opinion was that airborne transmission of Ebola was a remote and unlikely possibility, and I wanted to make sure that I had not misunderstood. Again, she reaffirmed her statement: "We're one mutation away from airborne transmission."

It seems that the COVID/injection genocide plan has hit all kinds of obstructive snags and is loosing traction fast. What's a globalist to do? I worry that those who have in mind to reduce the population by, say, 70% are being forced to double down on their bet by rolling out Pandemic 2.0. God help us if they plan on playing with Ebola. The population could be down by 90%; and nothing would protect them or us.

I would love to see the RFP associated with this DARPA contract, especially as regards the date it was posted.

It's getting worrisome out there. But with the help of lanterns and horns, we may yet defeat our oppressors. Amen.

Warm regards,
Comment:

Catherine,

On 4/19/21, Treasury Dept announced a coordinated climate policy strategy, to “Bring to bear the full force of the Treasury Dept on domestic and international policy making…”

home.treasury.gov/news/press-releases/jy0134

CAF Notes & Links:

Health

Question:

CAF Notes & Links:

Local Gatherings

Question:

Hi Catherine,
You are a beacon of light to me and my husband. Thank you for all your good works. Michael Woolsey introduced me to your site.

I am seeking like-minded people in my area. Are there any other Solari subscribers in Memphis? Below is my contact info, if there are any subscribers that you could pass that along to. (I sent her contact info to Darlene)

Thank you!

CAF Notes & Links:
Recommended Links

Comment:

Dear Catherine:

Over the years you have made many wonderful movie and television recommendations. But I’ve never heard you mention the 1971 George Lucas film, THX 1138 starring Robert Duvall. All about medical and bureaucratic tyranny.

Regarding Hank Aaron, he got his wish. He wanted to be an example. God works in mysterious ways. Think how many lives he saved.

In the past, you have had many excellent guests on the Solari report. I am trying to understand certain psychological aspects of the fake pandemic. I was invited to a four hour Good Friday church event that was held outside in a park and everyone was wearing masks. When I suggested there was no point to this the men looked defeated and the women were combative. As if they were defending a child under threat. Loyalty to the cause. My comments were seen as disloyal. These are not stupid people. Theirs was an emotional response. I know psychological techniques were used in the first and second world wars for enlistment purposes. Particularly targeting women who would exert peer pressure on the men. Since March 2020 critical thinking has been suspended, more so than usual. Even a total reliance on the mass media should reveal certain obvious inconsistencies and contradictions, so there is no excuse, in my opinion.

Comment:

Hi Catherine,

Thanks for all your incredible work. I am very much enjoying the prayer book.

I came across this e-book today and wanted to send you the link. Maybe you have seen it already. I found chapter 2 especially fascinating with the numbers and the dates. The document is a good wrap-up of everything I have been learning and more...


Blessings,
Comment:

It’s all over here!

UnderGod.Love

“When we choose to move ourselves on from the tares, America revives.”

Dear Catherine,

The above site / blueprint / plan / vision is a CONSPIRACY FOR LOVE.

We can, like in the Declaration of Independence, shed the Evil and be One as Heaven’s own on Earth. The third prophecy given to George Washington reveals it.

However, “Union Forward” America must come back to her essential Founding (and reason for it).

We have all the core, vital and cohering elements / vision / blueprint / plan / system to make THE MOVE for our re-oval from the tares http://www.UnderGod.Love

I am asking humbly and graciously Catherine if you could help get the ball rolling by giving the link http://www.UnderGod.Love to all you know and come in contact with so that we may have the possibility / chance / opportunity to hold on tight TOGETHER to the ringbolt of the chain of our freedom and true destiny as One Humanity, one Human race, One Family of Man.

“I have said that the Declaration of Independence is the ring-bolt to the chain of your nation’s destiny; so, indeed, I regard it. The principles contained in that instrument are saving principles. Stand by those principles, be true to them on all occasions, in all places, against all foes, and at whatever cost” – Frederick Douglass

Let’s together all be saved under the shelter of God and take our Union Forward in a natural way—aligned to our better angels.

I hope to hear from you and thank you for all you do.

With kindest regards and best wishes,

Comment:

Hi Catherine:
You mentioned mind clarity.

https://www.optibio.com/

Comment:

Hello Catherine,

If you are not aware of
Dr. Pigeon, publisher of The Cepher Bible, has weekly discussions with Jessica on current events which parallel prophecy in The Bible.

PLEASE WATCH ASAP

KJV is translation Hebrew to Greek to English.
(Much us lost in the translation)

Dr. Pigeon provides a critical lense viewing, the Eastern nations, war analysis and political interpretation regarding current events.

BTW, long loud rumbling in Vermont yesterday Addison County. Also massive air traffic with military planes. Not visible due to cloud cover and weather.

We are currently at War.

YHWH is in the building.

Comment:

Hi Catherine,
Excellent article about how our society has "devolved into an oligarchy..."
I did not know how to post the link on solari.com
https://www.theburningplatform.com/2021/04/11/from-american-dream-to-american-nightmare/

Best,

Comment:

Hi Catherine,
This is the new Mick Jagger song on vaccination.

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=MN9YLLQI7gE

I wonder if you have seen this. What has struck me is how compliant so many of my otherwise intelligent friends have been regarding the vaccine, and yet they are the ones that forwarded the link to this song to me. Pay careful attention to the lyrics.

We took it on the chin
The numbers were so grim
Bossed around by pricks
Stiffen upper lips
Pacing in the yard
You’re trying to take the Mick
You must think I’m really thick

Looking at the graphs with a magnifying glass
Cancel all the tours footballs fake applause
No more travel brochures
Virtual premieres
I've got nothing left to wear

Looking out from these prison walls
You got to rob Peter if you're paying Paul
But it's easy, easy
Everything’s gonna get really freaky
Alright on the night
Soon it'll be a memory you're trying to remember to forget

That’s a pretty mask
But never take a chance
TikTok stupid dance
Took a samba class, I landed on my ass
Trying to write a tune
You better hook me up to Zoom
See my Poncey books
Teach myself to cook
Way too much TV its lobotomizing me
Think I’ve put on weight
I’ll have another drink then I’ll clean the kitchen sink

We escaped from the prison walls
Open the windows and open the doors
But its easy, easy
Everything’s gonna get really freaky
Alright on the night
It’s gonna be a garden of earthly delights
Easy, sleazy it's gonna be smooth and greasy
Yeah easy, believe me
It'll only be a memory you're trying to remember to forget

Shooting the vaccine
Bill Gates is in my bloodstream
It's mind control
The earth is flat and cold
It's never warming up
The arctic's turned to slush
The second coming's late
There's aliens in the deep state

We'll escape from these prison walls
Now were out of these prison walls
You gotta pay Peter if you're robbing Paul
But it's easy, easy
Everything's gonna be really freaky
Alright on the night
We're all headed back to paradise
Yeah easy, believe me
It'll be a memory you're trying to remember to forget

Easy, cheesy, everyone sing ‘Please Please Me’
It'll be a memory you're trying to remember to forget

Is this (hopefully) the beginning of redpilling the population?

Comment:

Catherine,
Jeffrey Prather is former USArmy/DIA/DEA ... Eric Holder fired him, claiming Prather was a leader of a cult -- a Christian cult based out of Tuscon AZ. Prather tried to sue for EOC violation of discrimination on the basis of his religious beliefs. The DOJ refused to accept the case. Since then, Prather has had access to many sources of 'insider' information. Here is the latest: Protonmail Behaves like a CIA/NSA “Honeypot”. See below.
Cheers, Deb Warren

---------- Forwarded message ----------
From: Patreon <bingo@patreon.com>
Date: Mon, Apr 12, 2021 at 8:14 PM
1. Protonmail Behaves like a CIA/NSA “Honeypot”

Protonmail has an Onion domain that allows users to visit their site using the TOR browser. Protonmail even has an SSL cert for that onion address even though it’s completely unnecessary. When a user makes a new account with Protonmail on TOR they are re-directed from Protonmail’s “.onion” to “.com” address. This breaks your secure encrypted connection to their onion address, enabling your identification. There are absolutely no technical reasons for this feature. In fact, the only other websites that operate like this are suspected NSA/CIA Honeypots.

This is a huge security issue that was either created because Protonmail is managed by Particle physicists who do not understand computer security OR they have been forced to operate their website in a similar way as CIA/NSA honeypots. Both possibilities are serious concerns.

2. Protonmail Does Not Provide “End to End Encryption”

Professor Nadim Kobeissi mathematically proved that Protonmail does not provide End to End Encryption. Meaning, Protonmail has the ability to decrypt their own user’s data. When this was shown to be true, Protonmail users were outraged they had been lied to. Protonmail was forced to issue a public statement. Their statement begins like you would expect it would.. by shitting on the security researcher that revealed their dishonesty. Then they continued to say: “We lied to our users because other email companies did”. No apologies. They can decrypt any of their user’s data by sending them scripts that allow them to do so. However they advertise that they can not. Protonmail’s admission proves they offer the same security that Gmail offers. Both Gmail and Protonmail offer encryption that they can decrypt whenever they want.

3. Protonmail’s Was Created Under CIA/NSA Oversight

Gmail & Protonmail were both created in CIA/NSA funded departments with their oversight. Protonmail has tried to hide this part of their history. We wrote a whole article about it here.

4. Protonmail is Part Owned by CRV and the Swiss Government

After a successful crowdfunding campaign with promises to “remain independent” Protonmail sold equity ownership to CRV and FONGIT. At the time of the equity sale a CRV founder, Mr Ted Ditersmith, was working for the US State Department closely with President Obama. His position as a delegate required close contact with CIA & NSA administration. Mr. Ted Ditersmith had also witnessed the Edward Snowden revelations and made statements that he planned to use his corporate knowledge to “fight terrorism”. FONGIT is a Non Profit organization that is financed by the Swiss Government. Protonmail staff member, Antonio Gambardella, also works for the Swiss Government.
5. CRV, In-Q-Tel & the CIA

The CIA openly operates a front company, In-Q-Tel, whose stated purpose is to invest in tech companies on behalf of the CIA. In-Q-Tel has stated they have a specific interest in the information contained in e-mails and encrypted communication. In-Q-Tel has been shown to be the bridge between the CIA and Gmail. An analysis of staff members reveals CRV & In-Q-Tel connections. The US media confirms these connections when they interview CRV so that they can understand In-Q-Tel. Additionally, The mastermind, cryptographer & back end developer that created Protonmail, Wei Sun, now works for Google.

6. Protonmail Follows CIA Email format & Metadata Requirements

Leaked documents at Wikileaks show that the CIA requires emails to be stored as an EML filetype. There are several ways to store emails, and Protonmail has selected the format that the CIA requires. Protonmail offers no protection for users’ metadata and has officially stated that they turn metadata over to Law Enforcement. Edward Snowden revealed that the US government cares least about the content of emails. Mr. Snowden revealed the US Law Enforcement cares most about who a person is talking to, the dates & times of the emails, and the subject of the email. Subject and metadata encryption are not difficult to provide. However, Protonmail refuses to offer any protection on data that is most valuable to the CIA & FBI and they store it as plain text (No encryption). Edward Snowden stated the NSA “isn’t able to compromise the encryption algorithms underlying these technologies. Instead, it circumvents or undermines them by forcing companies to cooperate in other ways. Protonmail has refused to protect the information the NSA wants, this is a concern.

7. Swiss MLAT Law Could Give the NSA Full Access

Protonmail’s Servers Reside In Switzerland, a country with an MLAT treaty that could allow the NSA to continue it’s the mission of recording “nearly everything” about a person’s internet communication. Any doubts the MLAT treaty applies are removed when you take into account that Protonmail is part-owned by FONGIT, a Swiss Government-financed company. Protonmail has also recently revised its Privacy Policy to include wording and requirements from the MLAT treaty. Their actions show they are capitulating with the MLAT treaty. Revisions include a change to their privacy policy allowing them to track your location while you use their service in some situations.

8. Protonmail Uses Radware for DNS/DDOS Protection

Privacy companies like Protonmail are required to use a DNS/DDOS service because of the frequent attacks against their service. Protonmail uses a company called Radware for this purpose. Radware is a low-quality service that has failed to provide adequate protection. Protonmail has been taken offline, sometimes by teenage kids, because they insist on using a sub-par service. It’s worth noting that
Radware’s international office is a few miles away from the headquarters of the most powerful Intelligence agency on earth, The Isreali Mossad. Radware can gain complete access to all Protonmail user’s accounts in two ways. They could inject a few lines of code that would reveal all users log in username and passwords, thus allowing them to log in as if they are that user. They could also be given users usernames & passwords by Protonmail. Remember Protonmail has admitted they can access all user’s accounts and decrypt their data. Additionally, it has been reported that Radware has direct connections to the Israeli Defense Force.

9. Protonmail Developers Do Not Use Protonmail

Protonmail’s developers are in a position to know the real security offered by Protonmail. And Protonmail’s developers do not use Protonmail. If you were served food by a cook who refused to eat the food, would that be a cause of concern to you? This is the same situation. Protonmail developers do not use Protonmail, there are likely good reasons for this.

10. Protonmail engages in illegal cyberwarfare

In 2017 Protonmail seems to have used illegal cyber warfare capabilities to unlawfully break into a suspects server. You can see the tweet they posted and read about it here. They soon deleted the tweet and said: “We cannot confirm nor deny if anything happened.” In 2013 the European Union parliament voted to make hacking a crime that carried a prison sentence of 2 years. “Hacking back” is also illegal under Swiss law. Based on Protonmail’s admissions only, they conducted an illegal hack.

11. Protonmail has a history of Dishonesty.

From Protonmail’s creation lied to their users. Starting when they crowdfunded $550k to “remain Independent”, a promise they broke almost immediately by selling equity ownership to a US corporation with ties to President Obama and John Podesta.

In our opinion Protonmail is not an email solution you would use if you want privacy or security. Your emails are probably going to end up in a US data center right next to your Gmail emails.

Comment:

Hi Catherine,

Two doctors in Alberta speak against the lockdown ... stodgy enough for most Canadians, the second one even has a English accent ... from The Angry Albertan Alberta’s Medical Experts Speak! April 12th - Edmonton - 30 minutes
https://newtube.app/The_Angry_Albertan/nQcyRB4?fbclid=IwAR2y24Mmdr9aOmjhDgWlyKV390I_0eEMKU3ldW6y9pJC5ov0FTLI-mXNSE
Comment:

Hi Catherine,

Flash mob dance in France.
Love it!!
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=GN5B27zT29Y

Comment:

Dear Catherine and team,

Just listened to the talk with David O’Hagan and felt to inform you about a high quality source of information on technology of the “higher worlds” benevolent and pro life and humanity.
I studied the discourses of E-Asha Ashayana sins 2010, went to many life workshops.
The highest technical knowledge I have come across so far. Of course the information has to be filtered of personality preferences of creeds and beliefs.
What is so interesting is that E-Asha is seeing and hearing the information, writing it down and learning herself about it as she explains. She is not a channel, so no changing or altering personality in the process.
It’s a lot of information and new words, the life discourse on cleeng gives a good idea in the last 3/ 4 parts, when she explains the that sins 2012 the planet has reached a fail safe technology, so the destruction via AI is not possible, at least to certain degree anymore, as it had happened before in 2 seedings of mankind.
It sounds familiarly new age, but it is not, and not naive in any way, what David O’Hagan was talking about, technology is not neutral is very clear from her understanding. The understanding given to here of energetic connections to other systems supporting us is very tangible and protective.
E-Asha Ashayana has not come online for a while, she likes at times to be hidden and feels she only wants to come with the next set of good news. In her workshops were always listeners from the mainstream political and intelligence side, also very interested what she has to say.
Maybe your team can check it out. I am happy to answer questions what to select. And hope it adds to the investigation you are doing.
Kind regards en hartelijke groet,

UWS

www.coachinglite.nl

https://www.arhayas.com/
Comment:

Hi Catherine,

My husband stumbled on this maybe 5-10 years ago when researching Bible versions (if it is the unchanging word of God why a new edition every 6 months). The reason it popped up was because one thing was the need to change words in the Bible gradually and most people would not see how doctrine got changed.

Once Covid happened, I revisited it and seems all is coming to fruition.

Link to the research


Comment:

Hi Catherine and Solari Members!

I’m not sure if this was seen or shared on Solari so I thought to just share it for anyone interested in or learning about something that seems exciting. David Whitehead/Truth Warrior had a discussion with two other colleagues and the topic was primarily about what they call “Starve the Beast” (similar to the ‘Coming Clean’ idea). Basically they realized the need to be able to purchase goods from businesses w/ integrity and believe in real Choice and Liberty. More information about what it is and how it works can be seen at the link provided: (there’s a video to watch as well there). Seems like a great idea and nice to see more people beginning to change their minds and actions. https://patriotswitch.com/truthwarrior/ Thanks for the opportunity to share. I am not affiliated with these men or the company in any way. I was just excited to see people doing what Catherine has been talking about for years.

Comment:
Great stuff Catherine!

If you like Bach you will LOVE Rudolf Lutz. In a small church near Zurich, he has been doing the WHOLE series of Bach Cantatas – all filmed wonderfully on the Internet. It is amazing especially Unserer Mund, Ewige Feuer, Eueur Hertz. search for Bach Lutz Youtube or https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Uz7XHnJ87cY
Thanks to your recommendation, I have a wonderful food and flower garden – and water collection system.

Comment:

Catherine,

The following links offer some great resources such as Frequently Asked Questions about mandates for masks, COVID-19 tests, and COVID-19 vaccines as well letters to provide an an employer, school, or other entity regarding federal law. https://healthfreedomdefense.org/resources/
Catherine hoping some of this may be helpful for the employer document you are putting together.

Dear Catherine,

I’m pleased to send you an article I wrote that may interest you. It deals with the esoteric history of the Dutch people.

Everything we can see about the outer history of Holland and the Dutch people is only a reflection of an inner event, Rudolf Steiner once said. Outwardly we see only that which
has been written down in the history books. But what is the inner and hidden meaning of this?

So: why is there a Dutch people? Why did it have to distinguish itself from the European peoples who are now part of the German Federation? What is the mission of the Dutch? And what is their connection with the North Sea and herring?

I published the article in a small quarterly magazine called VERWACHTING that aims to inform readers in an accessible way about themes of esoteric Christianity.
https://www.stichtingdeheraut.nl/index.php/kwartaalblad-verwachting

For the English translation I used DEEPL. I hope it is a good read for you.

Of course, one can only give an outline of something as great as the secret of a people’s existence in only 2,000 words; I humbly hope I have succeeded in that.

I’m so happy to share my knowledge with you!

Michaelian salutes!

(Attached to email)


Question:

Catherine,

Canadian National Sparks Bidding War With $30 Billion Offer For Kansas City

Steam locomotives next?

Also, please ask Dr. Farrell if he can make available indexes for his books. I love his books, and have all of them, but get frustrated by the lack of indexes.

Kind Regards,

CAF Notes & Links:
Shadow Work
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